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Has It Trained Yet?
A Workshop for Algorithmic Efficiency in Practical Neural Network
Training

Has it Trained Yet? Workshop

Presented at the NeurIPS (Neural Information Processing Systems)
conference held in New Orleans, LA on December 2, 2022

Among the topics addressed by the workshop were:

What “best practices” for faster neural network training are used in
practice and can we learn from them to build better algorithms?

What are painful lessons learned while training deep learning models?

What are the most needed algorithmic improvements for neural network
training?

How can we ensure that research on training methods for deep learning
has practical relevance?

Workshop Home Page

Organizers:

Frank Schneider (University of Tübingen), Zachary Nado (Google, Brain
Team), Philipp Hennig (University of Tübingen), George Dahl (Google, Brain
Team), Naman Agarwal (Google)

The following notes represent an unofficial meeting minutes of sorts,
recording the discussions presented at the NeurIPS (Neural Information
Processing Systems) Has it Trained Yet? workshop on Algorithmic Efficiency
in Practical Neural Network Training. Any presenters who are unsatisfied
with their representation please feel free to contact the author.

Agenda:

Opening remarks

Aakanksha Chowdhery (Google) — PaLM: Training at Scale

Zachary Nado (Google) — Benchmarking Training Algorithms

Jimmy Ba (University of Toronto) — A Tutorial on Graduate Student
Descent

Susan Zhang (Meta AI) — Trials of training OPT-175” (Run, big model, run!)

Results of Audience Poll

Boris Dayma (Weights & Biases, Hugging Face) — The road to Craiyon

Poster Session

Panel Discussion (Invited speakers)

Opening Remarks

The scope of this workshop was broadly surrounding the questions of how to
speed up the training of neural networks. As models and training data have
scaled ever larger these questions have recently become a much more critical
path to the industry. Traditionally mechanisms for impacting training speed
have included targeted improvements to one of the three silos of hardware
(e.g. GPU’s), software (e.g. Jax or PyTorch conventions), or the training
algorithms themselves. The primary focus of these invited talks was of this
third bucket of training algorithms, which in addition to configurations of
neural network architectures and optimizers could also include various
aspects of hyperparameter tuning along with the span of a training operation
itself. These invited speakers are experienced practitioners who have been
directly involved in training state of the art neural networks at the largest of
scales. Great so without further ado.

PaLM: Training at Scale

Aakanksha Chowdhery (Google)

It is common knowledge that quality of neural network models improve with
scale of parameterization. This speaker led the training of PaLM [1], a large
language model with a near record 540B parameters which was trained on a
multi-lingual dataset using pods of TPU (Tensor Processing Unit) hardware.

Some highlights of the PaLM architecture included conventions of a ‘decoder
only’ transformer architecture. It uses a parallel attention and feedforward
layer which benefits training speed. The use of multi-query attention also
speeds up inference.

The training took advantage of data parallelism as well as the parallelism
between TPU pods. (The pods themselves have internal high speed
interconnects, and then across pods there are more conventional data
connections.)

Hardware utilization was benefited by a form of pipeline parallelism, which
applied a data transfer pattern to minimize “bubbles” of unused pipeline
capacity, minimizing idle spaces efficiency gaps.

Hyperparameter tuning is one of the emergent challenges for training larger
models. Put simply, the larger the model, the harder it is to tune
hyperparameters. Some conventions could be directly translated from smaller
models, like Gaussian initialized weights and use of Adam optimizer with
parameters scaling. Some of the experiments in parameter space were
investigated by ablations to an adjacent lower scale (62B parameter) model
[2], but that still left the question of how to adapt a learning rate from 62B to
540B parameters, which they mitigated with a square root decay learning rate
schedule.

The training of the full PaLM model was about a two month effort, making
debugging at scale a costly process. They addressed by starting with smaller
batch sizes for sample efficiency and subsequently doubled the batch sizes for
compute efficiency.

Training instability refers to an emergent phenomenon for large scale models
of periodic spikes in training loss. They found that these spikes appeared to be
associated with specific sampled batches of training data, and so mitigated by
a deterministic restart and replay (simply referring to halting training in cases
of instability, restarting training prior to that batch, and skipping a few
batches to circumvent). Weight decay was also found to help with stability.

Recent work in state of the art has attempted to adapt large language models
to facilitate generalization across modalities (for example, using PaLM as
interface to interact with a robot). The multi modal modals of today most
commonly freeze the weights of the large language model as a building block
for tuning towards adjacent tasks. For next generations of multi modal models
with cross domain training there may be challenges for optimization do to
issues like sparsity.

A Reality Check for Deep Learning Training

Zachary Nado (Google, Brain Team)

Everyone agrees that training large language models needs to be faster and
more stable. Simple measures like a low loss rate helps stability, but also slow
down training. There are many algorithms for optimizers documented in the
literature applying some form of momentum or other tricks, but most
practitioners still seem to default to Adam, despite the fact that it was rolled
out over 7 years ago.

Part of the hurdle for replacing Adam is that although most papers proposing
alternatives may include some form of benchmarking, they are usually
presented in the form of simple learning curve plots without a great deal of
statistical rigor. It is not uncommon for adjacent papers proposing alternate
optimizers to contradict each other’s benchmarks. A characteristic feature of
such papers is also often non-quantifiable language included in their
abstracts. Part of the challenge is that researchers are motivated to
demonstrate superiority of their contributions, presenting a conflict of
interest for purposes of an impartial study.

A rigorous benchmarking of optimizers is further complicated by the
necessity of an adjacent tuning regime. Ideally when we compare optimizers
there should be some form of consistency to how tuning is performed.
Likewise, we should ideally benchmark on consistent hardware.

The ML Commons initiative [3] is trying to align the industry and solve some
of these benchmarking challenges. For example, the MLCommons training
algorithms benchmarks define algorithms with a conjunction of a data section
rule, an update rule, and a tuning convention. The benchmark then applies
variations to a set of seven different prototypical workloads which include
ResNet, ViT, Transformers, GNN, LSTM, Conformer, and U-Net. It includes
parallel implementations in both PyTorch and Jax. The methods build on
prior work from [4] seeking to standardize methods for comparing
algorithms. Broadly, the goal of the initiative is to establish community buy-in
and adoption for a common benchmarking objective. To help motivate
participation they will include prize money to top performers for a given rule
set.

As an asterisk, note that MLCommons is currently based on 32 bit floating
point. An audience member noted that floating point precision has major
implications both to training speed and convergence of various algorithmic
conventions. It appears their benchmarking will attempt to integrate lower
precision variations in a future version.

Other notable conventions of the MLCommons algorithms benchmark
include that competitions are generally run for a single random seed. Tasks
are generally set so from a high level not to exceed hardware utilization on the
order of an 8 GPU system trained during a week of utilization. One of the
challenges for such benchmarks is disentangling the optimizer from any
adjacent regularizers, so best practices for baselines will need to be
intentional clarity of all utilized hyperparameter settings.

A Tutorial on Graduate Student Descent

Jimmy Ba (University of Toronto)

The reality of training neural networks is that it is a noisy process, prone to
sudden divergences. A typical starting point for a researcher is to find a
relevant paper with demonstration code, make a few tweaks, and cross their
fingers for convergence. When in doubt, the fallback is usually to increase the
scale of parameters.

When tuning these models, typically targets for adjustment include things like
learning rates, optimizer betas, network width and depth, initialization
scalings, weight decays, batch sizes, dropout ratios, and various other dials.
One way to think about it is that these kinds of tuning targets can be broadly
classified into one of two buckets: those that influence loss manifold
characteristics (like network architectures, initializations, and weight decays)
versus those that influence training dynamics (like learning rate or learning
rate schedules, optimizer betas, batch sizes, and dropout ratios).

For loss manifold hyperparameters, there will usually be correlations found
between hyperparameters. Network width is possibly an underrated
parameter, but it still requires adjustment to initialization scaling. One can
expect hat as we make a network wider, the optimization landscape will
become smoother.

A few intuitions of how to think about the benefits of overparameterization
were noted. Consider that with increasing number of parameters, any specific
neuron will have less work to do on its own in order to realize a generalizable
model, resulting in a shrinking epsilon update from training. Once you have
infinite random vectors, one can expect the just by random chance a vector
corresponding to the target will be included amongst those populated at
initialization.

How about those hyperparameters that benefit training dynamics? It is
common for these to include some form of bias/variance tradeoff. For
example the stochasticity of a small batch size impacts convergence. When
considering learning rates, different magnitudes are better suited for different
magnitudes of curvature found in a loss manifold. Some notable correlations
of these hyper parameters include a need to align between a batch size and
learning rate, as well as to align between a type of adaptive optimizer and use
of weight decay.

Ideally tuning of both of these types of hyperparameters (loss manifold /
training dynamics) should be conducted in tandem. In the end, when some
set of configuration realizes generalization it is primarily because it aligns
with the ground truth target function. There is no free lunch.

That being said, we can still conduct intuition driven research, which has
historically enabled a lot of progress. After all one doesn’t have to be an expert
of all of the laws of physics and mathematics to make a contribution in some
subdomain.

Q&A

In most learning paradigms we apply a decay of learning rate through
training. Conventions for transformers have found a benefit of a stage for
learning rate ramp up. Speaker expected this was partly due to various kinds
of skip connections causing less efficiency at initialization, and suggested a
simple hack of a smaller learning rate initialization followed by a ramp up to a
higher tier.

Trials of training OPT-175 (Run, big model, run!)

Susan Zhang (Meta)

This talk was a treat. Rather than present an academic survey of conventions
and theory, Zhang presented a detailed walkthrough of hurdles from training
and infrastructure with various decision points faced throughout the
derivation of the OPT-175 model [5], a large language model found with strong
performance at lower carbon footprint than some prior foundation models.

The OPT project was given a team of 5 engineers presented with a 3 month
window of resources, including 1,000 GPU’s and 300M training tokens. They
knew from early calculations that they would need about 33 days of
continuous training to derive, leaving them with about two months to design
and tune their algorithms.

The first month was enough time for about ten distinct false starts. Starting
with matched parameter settings to some other work from their lab, they tried
several experiments like decreasing weight decay, shifting towards those
settings reported for the GPT-3 model, adjustments to gradient norm clipping,
and others. In many cases such trials were followed by a reversion to a prior
configuration. A complication was resolved when finding an issue with tensor
parallelization code, followed by more tweaks and toggles. Etc.

A month later run 11 settled on a set of best guesses and a first attempted full
run, subsequently diverted by even more interruptions and distractions. A few
stops and restarts. Lowering of the clipping norm. A new equation found in
literature expected to help with stability. Switching from GeLU to ReLU
activations. Noticed instabilities particularly influenced by the derived
floating point 16 scale factor for a scaling window sometimes going to zero.
An identified need to reserve a few GPU’s to swap in cases of random
hardware failures. Use of learned positional embedding instead of sinusoidal.
Rinse lather and repeat.

Run 12+++ and still instabilities were kicking in again, often preceded by
divergence of loss scaling factor. A side quest to attempt to model the
stochastic gradient descent with an approximation. Revert. Trained a 66B
parameter adjacent model taking several restarts, which was found even more
unstable than the 175B parameter model.

Long story short, in the end, three months later, the model was trained. It
took a lot of stops and starts, 33 days of “continuous” training would be a
misnomer, but it was sufficient. Success.

Q&A

Given so many trial and error methods using human judgment, full
reproducibility is obviously a kind of stretch objective for these projects as
this time. There wasn’t a formal process for systematic experiments, most of
decisions were based on Sochratic debate amongst team members. This was
apparently the first time that a large language model’s team has released the
log of their experiments.

Reading hardware, they were surprised by some apparent distinctions of best
settings on V100 versus A100 GPUs. While they used 16 bit floating point
numeric formats, there was an oversight not to use the bfloat16 format (an
audience member noted that the FP16 format appears to be known to have
cases of numeric instability, but no further detail was provided).

The most challenging part of the project were the issues that came up with
scale, including compute environment and things like training stability, which
in many cases were hard to reproduce at lower scales. There were aspects of
the hardware software stack that they didn’t have access to. Some open
questions remain about e.g. distinctions between FP6 and BF16 numeric
types.

Results of Audience Poll

(A brief summary)

1. The overwhelming majority of respondents default to the Adam optimizer.

2. Second place in optimizer usage was vanilla SGD (stochastic gradient
descent without momentum)

3. Hyperparameter tuning was indicated in order of manual / grid / random /
bayesian tuning conventions. (This is possible an artifact of large scale
model constraints on tuning costs)

4. The most commonly tuned hyperparameters were learning rate, model
configuration, batch size, weight decay, and dropout. Less commonly
tuned by respondents were betas, epsilon, and update rules. (Speaker
noted that for scheduled learning rates the learning rate schedule
parameters were perhaps and underutilized options.)

5. Batch size selection was split between those who selected so that one batch
fits exactly in memory versus those with other considerations (e.g. when
bound by preprocessing operations).

6. The majority of respondents didn’t use a learning rate warmup, although
this convention is mostly in practice used for transformers.

7. Learning library popularity was PyTorch and then split between
TensorFlow and Jax.

Open question to respondents, what are your favorite training tricks?

The road to Craiyon

Boris Dayma (Weights & Biases, Hugging Face)

Craiyon [6], formerly known as “Dall-E mini”, is a 6.7B parameter text to
image generator. It was built by the speaker using a combination of resources
from the likes of Hugging Face and Jax.

Broadly, the data set of images and text were transformed into tokens, using a
BART image encoder / decoder. They sought to leverage open source data sets,
open source models (like CLIP and VaGAN), and open source code (from
Hugging Face).

The model was training over a 3 day period at the conclusion of a 3 week
project. They stopped training at an arbitrary point based on losing access to
their GPU’s, however when they later restarted training ran into various
hurdles like overfit. Attempts to expand the data set, increase the parameters,
change the optimizer to Adam, and etc eventually helped some. Alternate
optimizer conventions based on Shampoo [7] also appeared to help.

They found that good practices included building a baseline of a simple
model, writing down and testing all ideas, and keeping detailed logs of
resulting conclusions and associated training runs.

They found that RMSNorm is more stable, but LayerNorm may produce a
better minima. They found that for numeric representations as a rule of
thumb FP32 > BF16 > FP16. When they used FP32 it slowed down training by
~an order of 10%, and had to use a smaller batch size. They used a GeLU
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~an order of 10%, and had to use a smaller batch size. They used a GeLU
activation.

They didn’t use weight decay because they found it slowed down training and
omission eliminated one more weight to tune. (Has seen some people train
with a very high weight decay but doesn’t know why.) They didn’t find any
magic formula for time spent optimize model verses cleaning the data, both
are important.

They followed convention of using the largest batch size that would fit in GPU
memory, and then further used gradient accumulation to increase the
effective batch size. One can expect that increasing the batch size will have a
similar effect to lowering the learning rate.

They recommend always tuning the learning rate. (As rule of thumb one can
start with arbitrary value like 0.001 and experiments with tweaks from there.)
Learning rate trials should at least run for a few hours to evaluate, otherwise it
may be hard to distinguish if model is improving. Once tuned, after rampup
they used a fixed learning rate until ending training with a decay to 0.

Poster Session

This author was presenting a poster during the session and so did not get
much opportunity to interact with other workshop paper authors. The
proceedings with accepted papers are available on the conference workshop
website, readers are encouraged to peruse at their convenience.
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In practice, less tuning is conducted at the largest parameter scales due to
resource constraints. Back in the days when we trained models on a single
GPU full hyperparameter sweeps were much cheaper. We can expect that
most issues will translate across parameter scales, although it appears that
training instabilities may become more prevalent at larger scales. Such loss
spikes are sometimes a result of the algorithm and sometimes a result of the
architecture. Sometimes they are even associated with a specific layer in an
architecture.

It was noted that diagnosing a multi billion parameter model based purely on
train / test accuracy learning curves is kind of weird. There are some open
source tools (e.g. “Cockpit” [8]) which attempt to open a window on a lot more
observables from training. Examples include calculations of curvature
statistics, loss manifold eigenvalues, and etc. It has been said that every time
you plot something you learn something. Even vanilla training curves aren’t
yet universally prepared in practice, there remains an opportunity to
standardize on how these are presented.

In most cases tuning of hyperparameters is a job for an engineer and not just
an algorithm. It is surprising that a lot of engineers aren’t yet using Bayesian
tuning. Part of the challenge is that there are not yet industry norms on search
space, as bayesian tuning requires user input of a search space, which itself is
not a simple consideration. If we could standardize on search spaces, it would
greatly benefit benchmarking for probabilistic models in MLCommons.

Probably part of the reason that Bayesian tuning isn’t as widely used in
practice is resource constraints associated with the largest models. Most
researchers training the largest models aren’t going to experiment with
extremely exotic configurations. In a large model that may take several weeks
to training on expensive cloud resources, you in effect only have one shot
once it gets going, and thus some small tradeoffs in training efficiency may be
acceptable if it helps safeguard against divergence during training. It is kind
of like launching a rocket. You have one chance to get it right.

One of the obstacles for this field is that many of the methods discussed by
these presenters resemble much more of an alchemy than a science. What
would it take to channel rigor into algorithmic development? Although there
are countless papers on optimizers, models, and methods, most of them lack
full granularity and transparency of decisions and obstacles overcome. As the
field matures hopefully we can reach a point to formalize a workflow and
define a recipe for how to operate. Consider how the field of engineer
progressed to civil engineers having formal bridge design certifications.

Training large models in practice is often very different than theory. Theory
papers may rely on expectations of smoothness and stable numerical lines. In
the real world there is noise and outliers. Theorists may test concepts on
model setups that don’t resemble the scales of modern practice. It would help
to have accessible test benchmark problems, needs to be work on both sides
to make theorists’ experiments more realistic and practitioners’ support to
developer such tools.

Numeric precision may play a different roll when we get to larger models.
Larger scales may have more issues with accumulation leading to divergence
becoming critical. It is not that the techniques are fundamentally wrong, it is
just like you are operating in a different regime at reduced precisions. That
being said, it is not that such numerical instabilities don’t ever happen with
small models applying FP32, it is also partly that in practice at these scales it is
much easier to just restart and retrain so the issues get less attention.

In closing, training these large models is currently an art and not a science.
There is certainly room for the research community to translate more of this
scope into a science. It would help to improve benchmarking conventions. We
shouldn’t publish a new algorithmic method without full explanation of
tuning search parameters, the search space is not independent. We also need
to lower barriers to iterating on training such large models, for example we
could try to solicit crowd sourced input into design decisions for a large model
training operation. More work should be done on understanding data.
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